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A New Design/Analysis system for the flows

through turbcmachinery is currently being develcped

for _ing tur_c_inery problems with an

axi_s_e_r_ic v :_$cc_/s/inviscid ,,average-passage"

_low cc_. _ advantage of this approach,

cam4_red to s___.aml_ cu_c_ature codes, is that the

solutions obtained simulate some of the

_, cc_ressibility and viscous effects of

a m_itistage _ch/ne. _he Design/ADa]ysis

syste_ consUl-is of three elemental parts, the

axis_tric block grid generator, the blade surface

element code, and the axis_tric flow code. Each

element of the system _ be discussed and the flow

solutions for three axisymmetric geumetries will be

shown compared to experimental data where available.

The computations are _ to be in very good

agreement _ith test data for SR7 Spinner Body and

Trarse, nic Boattail C_metr_, ob_Lned in the wind

tunnels at NASA Lewis ReS_a_h _. While the

VIA[IAC Rotor 67 Fan results were c_ to PARC2D

calculated results and shown to be in very good

agreement.

Introduction

Early, the design methodology used for

multistage t_u_bcmachinery has relied heavily on the

streamline curvature approach [1-7] for computing

the flows through modern gas turb_ eng--. %_%ese

systems have their foundations in the early

d_ions of Wu [i] and Marble [2] on the three-

dimensional flows in _d%inery. Even though

these _ethods have proven to be quite successful,

the c_rrent approach has been to model the flows

with D/let and Navier-StQkes formulations.

approach has been taken in the development of a new

design/analysis system for flows through

turbcm_dlinery at NASA Lewis Resea_ Center.

Smith [3], Novak [4], and Jennicns and Stow-

[6,7] have all described in detail, the advantage of

using a quasi-_ianal streamline curvature

appr_ticn to design. _hese formulaticms are

based upon Wu's [i] _rk with S I and S 2

str_aces. _e throughflow calculations are

done on the S K _aCe, while the blade-to-

blad_ camputat_ons are_ done on the S I str_ace.

In ge__, the _ic c_ticr_ are

calculated with some built in empiric_l data base to

account for secondary fl_ and spanwise mixing

effects [8-12]. This _ic_jy has been _te

success_l in co_ _ pe_rformance and design

features of the blades for tu_hinery.

More recently, Ni [l_,] and Holmes [14] have

described met_hods of c_ing the 3-D _n_scid

flows for isolated blade rows in tunbcm_--_inezy,

and Hall [15] and (21ima [16] have developed methods

of ccmputing 3-D V_ flows for single-blade-r_4

*Presently employed by

NASA Lewis Research Center.

_d_inery problems. One limitation to all of

these methods is that they are primarily used for

analysis of single-blade-ruws and not applicable to

the design of turbamachinery.

Dawes [17], and Denton [ZB] have pr_

vari_ methods of calculating the 3-D flows in

multi-blade-row tur_chinery by passing

tangen%iaily aver-age flow quantities between blade

rows in the camputation. In Denton's method, the

flow field effects of the adjacent blade row are

axisymmetrically averaged at an axial station

approximately mid-way between the blade ro_s. _he

flow calculations neglects any unsteady effects

which might arise from the adjacent blade r_s. _he

approach by Dawes is very similar to that of Denton,

however, Daw_s allc_s each blade row to be

calculated eiti_r f_lly 3D, or axisymmetrically with

forces, ices an'/ deviation either _ from a

oorrslation or _ from a 3D solution.

Adamczyk's ,,aver_passage" approach [19],

describes a model in whic_ the 3D computations are

performed on each individual blade row with the

results from adjacent blade rows being represented

as force terms. 3D solutions obtained from

individual blade rc_s are averaged circumferentially

to obtain the force terms needed to perform the 3D

calculations on the other blade rows. _ method

models the deterministic unsteadiness of the flow

field through a multi-stage turbc_ in a time-

averaged sense.

T_s "_" approach is being

used in the development of the new design/analysis

flow solver. _he flow code being deve/_ed at NASA

lawis _ Center is similar to the traditional

quasi-3D design codes. _he flow solver is

axisymmetric and can be run inviscidly with assumed

or calculated blockages, or with the viscous terms

c_mputed. _ blade forces for ea_ blade row are

computed from blade-to-blade solutions, correlated

data or force model, or from a full 3D solution. "

Blade-to-blade computations can be obtained with

existing codes or with the blade-to-blade solver

provided for the design system. _ method

an appr_tion to _ full 3D

computations. With the pruper modeling of the

spanwise mixing, seccrdary flow effects, and blade

force terms, this model should c!csely _ 3D

flows through mul_ _u__ "_ wiOx_'t

actually having to cu_ the full _D scluticrs.

_he Desicm/Analvsis

oes_gn _ _iFsis _ _hi_ _re

_ve gri_ _er_tor erergy distr_
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restart code, TIGGERC, the interactive blade element

geometry generator, IBEGG, and the viscous/inviscid

multi-blade-row average passage flow solver, VIADAC.

Tne block diagram, shorn in figure I, provides a

flow chart as to how information is shared between

codes.
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Figure 1. Flow Chart for NASA LERC Turbornachinery

Design/Analysis System

qhe large bl_ areas represent the

activities currently being undertaken at Lewis

Research Center. _he other areas, such as the

axisymmetric streamline curvature soi_ion, quasi-3-
D blade-to-blade solution and full 3-D solution,

have already been develc_ed as sepaz-ate flew

solvers. A quasi-3D blade-to-blade solver is being

provided to compute the blade forces if no other

method of _ca_ these forces is available. _e

codes _re modular and the design/analysis system can
be used with existing codes.

Turbomachinery Interactive Grid Generator Enerqy

ResOrt _de (_ERC)

One of the key elements in obtaining the

axisymmetric flow solution is the grid generation.

An interactive block grid generator, called TIGGERC,

has been developed for any type of turbomachinery

probl_. _ grid generator creates an axisymmetric

multi-block grid for any duct , s'l_gle rc_ or multi-

blade-rcx4 turbcm_dli_xy--=__oblem.

TIGGERC is fully interactive and can be used
to m_i_ fl_path o=_U_ _ gr_ mckinq.
_he code can be run on th_ Silicon _cs 4D/GT

Personal Iris or any other Sili_m Graphics
Workstation. _e input coordinates can be entered

interactively or by an input data set. TIG_C is
mouse driven and several menu features have been

added to make the s_ as _ as possible.

For example, Bezier curves are available to modify

block boundary coordinates. Grids are generated

using a hyperbolic tangent or algebraic distribution

of points on the boundaries and the interior points

of each" blc_k are distr_ using a transfinite

interpolation. Primarily, TIGGERC can generate a

Blocked H-Grid for the axisymmetric code like the

examples of a small multi-stage engine and NASA

Rotor 67 Fan stage, shown in Figure 2. _,

The grid generator can also be used to generate C-

Grids, I-Grids or O-grids, as shown in Figure 3.

_he code is general enough to handle any arbitrary

geometry for 2D grids.

TIGGERC can be used to sequentially generate

several different grids on the same geometry. Tnis

feature provides the ability to generate invisoid or

viscous grids, repack the grid, and add more points

along the surface, all without restarting the code.

TIGGERC is to be linked to the Interactive B.lade

Element Geometry Generator by the leading and

trailing edge locations of the blade, blade

stacking, number of blades and blockage. A more

detailed _ion on the menu system used by

TIGG_ and the internal _rkings of the grid

generator will be published later this year.

Interactive Blade Ele_h__ Generator (IHEGG)

The seo_nd key element for the design _2._tem

is the interactive blade element geometry g_atsr,

II_GG. _ cede is a crucial part of _._Y

design/analysis system. The blade element code

computes the u_per and low_r blade surface geometry,

stacks the blade along a prescribed stack_ a_=is,

provides choke margln information for compressors,
and allows the chord, solidity, thickness

distrilm__ions, blade angle -distribution or blade

surface distributions to be altered interactively by

the designer.

IBEGG will be developed to allow ccmplete

generality in _chinery blade geometry

specificatian. _ provides a _eans to anal_-ze and

desist all types of bl_, _w_ aund _ft _w_t

fan blades, axial and radial, c_p_-_<_rs, _ axial

and radial turbines. _[hese features will be

incorporated into the desig_analysis _m
currently being developed at NASA ie_is.

Either B-Spline data or _form Rational

B-Spline (NU_/aS) data. will be _med to gem_rate

surface coordinates for each blade r_w. _ will

allow the data to be c_m_atible with CAD/CAM

systems. Instead of storing many blade coordinates,

it is hoped that the above met_hcdology will provide

easier access to blade coordinates for manufacturing

and as w_ll as for finite element modeli_ng for

and dynamic arei3_is. Since YHEGG is
currently in the devel_pment stage, formal

discussion of the oode and the specific methodology

of the internal workings of the code will be

provided in a subsequent report_.

Interface Block

In the middle of figure i, ther_ is a block

which serves as an interface .between elements. 3his

block ties tocgether the grid, geometry, and flow

solvers. As shown in figure 4, there are various

components common to all the major block elements.

First, there is the geometry describing t_e

tufcx_mac_nery prc_lem one is interested in solving.

_he geometry consists of blade and fl_path

information essential to the interactive grid

generator, the visc_m/invisoid ax/_n_etric
design/analysis code, q/aSi-3-D bla_e-to-_lade

calculations, and the full 3-D solutions. 3_%is

geometry is also important to the interactive blade

element package, because once the blades have been

created and the data _, _ blades can easily

be _ for Pnr_h_-ranalysis.
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Interface Block

Geometry

Grid File

Flow File

Blade Forces

Blockage

o Blade
o Boundary Layer
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Figure 4. Inter_acing Block for LERC "]'urbomechinery
Design/Analysis System

%_e grid and flow file information is

essential to all flow solvers. Tne grid file can be

generated by the interactive grid code or

independently frcm existing grid codes. The flow

file connects all the elements together. If an

axisyam_tric streamline curvature solution has been

computed, this can be used to find the flow field

frcm the V/A[I_C ccmputation or as a starting guess

for the 3-D flow solvers. The 3-D solution can be

averaged axisyn_etrically and used for the VIAI]AC

computation. _ is an important feature of this

design/analysis system which allows closure

the full 3D and ax_tric approx/a_tion to the

flow field. The grid file and flow file are written

in a binary format compatible with the IRIS and Cray

Camputers in a PIET3D readable format, and can be

submitted directly to each cc_m_er without pre- and

post-processing these files.

Another Lmportant feature of the interface

block is the "Blade Forces". _he "Blade Forces" as

described by Adamczyk [19], are generally obta_

from the 3-D solution, buwever, these forces can be

obtained irdependently from quas±-3-D solutions or

the forces can be modeled. _hese forces are

important in order to compute the w_rk for a single

or multi-blade-row turbQmad_J__ry problem with the

design/analysis code.

Finally, there are blade blockages, boundary

layer blockages and blockage due to wakes or

seccrdary flows. It should be pointed out that the

boundary layers are camputed if the axisymmetric

flow code is run viscously. Wakes and seccrdary

flow effects are to be modeled. _ effects may

also be included in the inviscid cperation of the

code in the form of a blockage. However, they are

not essential to the operation of the code while
running inviscidly. _he blade blockage is always

used while running the axisymmetric computation in

the _/lti-blade-row or single-blade-row operation if

a blade is present in the ccm_xrtation.

Viscous/Invisoid Axisvtm_tric Desi .-Anal is Code

_he third element of the design system is the

flow ccde itself. VIAI_C, the viscous/inviscid

axisymmetric design/analysis code, is formulated as

an "average-passage" axisym_tric multi-blade-row

flow solver. _he code uses a _tized cell

centered control volume approach with a four-stage

Runge-Kutta Scheme. Residual sm_ has been

added which allows a larger Courant number and

aocelerate the ccrNergence. Second and fourth

diff_ artificial dissipation terms are used to

stabilize the solution. _he flow code Lncorporates

a Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model for

boundary layer computations. Wall functions are

automatically used when the grid stretddx_ into the

bourdary layer falls outside the laminar sublayer.

"Blade Forces" at8 used to simulate the effects of

blade rows acting on the flow field. _e spanwise

mixing and secordary flow effects are currently

being added to the flow solver.

The flow solver can be operated ir_y

of the system being dev_loped at NASA Lewis Researd%

Center. Although the current approach to the

design of turbumad%ines can perform the viscous flow

computation, the design system being developed will

have the ability to use a streamline curvature

calculation as a starting guess and run without the

shear terms being co,m/ted if desk.

O/z-re_ntly the axisymmetric part of V/AI_C is

operational, but the blade force and blockage terms

have yet to be added. _33e modeling of the spanwLse

mixing and secordary flow effects are still being

investigated. _he axisymmetric _ has been tested

on three differRnt configurations and the results

will be examined below. A publication describing

the details of the system of equaticms and other

modeling in the flow solver will be published in the

future.

Results_ and Discu-ssion

Several tes_c cases were run to validate the

VIAIIEC code. Ehese cases are representative of

typical axial turbcmadninery duct and axisymmetric

wind tunnel body problems. Flow solutions w_re

obtained fran the NASA Rmtor 67 Fan Test Program

[20], herein referred to as Rotor 67 Fan Test Bed.

Rotor 67 Fan was tested at NASA _ Research

Center as a single stage compressor with laser

an_o_try data being _qui_d. _ has been a
great deal of valuable test data taken on Rotor 67

Fan and are available to compare with to the

soluticns c_fca/r_d by VIADAC. Eventually this

involves including the force terms to sir_11ate the

multi-blade-row operation of the average-passage

axislametric co_e.

The SR7 Spinne/." axi_Fmmetric body was a

ccnfiguration which was used during a propfan test

in the wind tunnels at _{%SA lewis Research Center.

Experimental data were available an the axisymmetric

SR7 spinner geometry from an earlier test without

the propfan blades attached to the sp_. The SR7

spinr_r has some interestirg flow feaD/rss along the

spinner _ whid_ test the _c co_e
capabilities a.]._,g with the grid gemeration.

A _c boatteil body, tested h,y
[21], used to stu_ the perfonmmce of

air-breathing p_p.nsive _ of _c
aircraft operating at subsonic cruise ccrditions has

pruvided an opportunity to study shock-boundary

layer intera_ with VIADAC.

was operated without blade forces for

all the casestobe shown inthis paper- First, the

axisymmetric grid for each case was generated using

TIGGERC. In Figure 5, the grids for the SR7 spinner
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ure 5. SR7, Rotor 67 Fan and Transonic Boattail Grid Geometries

body, Pmtor 67 Fan and Transon/c Boattail are shown

in blocks generated by T_GGE_. _ice _% all the

grids have diff_ number of grid _ud_s. Tb_ grid

packing was varied _ case to case to refine the

boundary geometry where important flow featnres

likely to occur. _he grid for the Rotor 67 Fan was

blocked to JxK_rporate the actual measurement planes

upstream and downstream of the rotor. 3he grid for

the SR7 Spinner body was packed around the spinner

nose where large gradients in the flow field are

expected ard at the downstream end of the spinner

where there is a step in the bourda_y. 3he grid for

the boattail model is packed on the afterbody, to

allow ac_xzrate calculatic_ of the transonic drag

rise that occurs in this region.

The cc_ surface static pressures and

isentropic roach numbers for the SR7 spinner body are

shown in comparison to the test data, in Figures 6

ard7. 'Ihese results w__re computed asmauing a free

stream boundary condition along the upper grid line.

All the results are presented in ncrdimersicnal

form. _he test data was acquired _ of the

spinner porti_ of the body. Static Pressure taps

were located behind the spinne_ along the afterbody.

_e afterb_ becomes cylirdrical from z_. Ii01 to

Z/LF0.4540 ¢3LT'_conical. L='Eom Z/_.4540 to Z/L=l.00.

_he surface geometry of the nose of the spinner and

part of the nacelle were smoothed to ensure

convergence of the flow solver, qhe actual spinner

geometry has a very small step alo_ the hub which

was later Lncorporated into the grid. !he solution

obtained for that geometry will be _ late_.

_ne test data indicated a sharp c_ wk_h a sharp

rzse in the static pressure just aft of the spinner.

SR7 Spinner Body Geomsb'y _/
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Figure 7. Prlrllcted Surface Ineenttopic Mech Number= for

SR7 Spl_ DO_

Xhis is due to a sonic bubble along the surface of

the afterbodyas mhownby the isentrcpic_achnumber
plot in figure 7. _e _ results show a

weaker shock at this point than that indicated by

the data, however, the results closely match the

data downstream and even where the gec_netry changes

from a cylindrical to conic section, _ z/L =

0.4540, where a small rise in the static pressure is

detected, xhe reason there is a weaker shock in the

c_tion is due to smoothing of the boundary step

ahead of the shock region. _he sonic bubble can

clearly be seen along the hub surface in the static

pressure and Mach number cczfcours shown in figure 8.

As mentioned earlier, the step for the SR7

spinner was eventually added to the flowpath and the

solution cc_puted, l>arti_3e traces shown in figure

9 aloft/ the wall near the step at z/L=0. 0425 show a

recir_alation region and reattacbment of the flow

aft of the step. Another separated region existed

u_ on the sp_ body around z/L---O.030.

This region was near the portion of the spinner

where the blades w_uld be attached, qhe small

separation is evident without the blades on the

spinner. Once the blades have been added to the

spinner, the blockage would increase, probably

eli, o__._tir_ the sepaz_on.

Rotor 67 Fan was analyzed because of the large

experimental data base for both an isolated fan

rotor and a full stage. Since no experimental data

existed on the ,'duct only" operation, a second

analysis was run on the duct using the same grid.

For this purpose, PARC2D [22] was used to perform a

seoond set of c_tions for comparison with

results obtained frc_ VIADAC° PARC2D is a complete

Navier-Stokes (2-D) flow solver J_n which the viscous

terms can be selectively calculated with a thin-

Static Pressure Distribution for SR7 Spinner Body

Mach Number Distribution for SR7 Spinner Body

0

75

Figure 8. Static Pressure and Mach Number Distributions
For SR7 Spinner Body
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Figure 9.
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Mach Number Distribution From VIADAC
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Mach Number Distribution From PARC2D

Figure 10. Mach Number Distributions From VIADAC and PARC2D

•For Rotor 67 Fan Test Bed (Duct Only)



layer simulation. The code uses a Beam and Warming

approximate factorization algorithm. The algorithm

is an implicit central d/ff_ scheme with a

implicit artificial dissipation with a Jameson-style

second-order term for impruved shock capturing. A

ocmisarison of the Mach number contours for the "duct

only" are shown in figure i0, the results are in

very good agreement. The surfaoe static pressure

d/str//m/tions are shown in figure ii. The results

11
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Figure 12b. Boundary Layer Comparison of Total Prassure from

VIADAC lind PARC2D @ z/L = .0.081 for Rotor 67

Fan Duct

from the two codes are identi_l. '['oral pressure

profiles at z/L---0.061 jtu_t upstrem_ of the leadir_

edge of the rotor shown in figure 12a are in fairly

good agreement. As shown in Figure 12b, pARC2D

produces a very small overshoot in the

pressure near the edge of the boundary layer while

no overshoot in the d/stributicn is detected from

the VIAI_C computation. _he artificial dissipation

is turned off with the present code by locat_/_g the

edge of the b_ layer in the coition, while

PARC2D distrJ/m/tes the artificial dissipation to the

walls. VIADAC used approximately 300 cpu sec on

the Clay YMP and converged in about 3000 cycles. To

cc_letely eliminate the total pressure overshoot in

PARC2D, PARfZ2D would require about I0,000 or more

cyc/es to ensure proper ccrnm_rgenoe had been

achieved. Eventually, this case will be run with

including the blade forces for the rotor

only, then tbe stage.

Finally, solutions _ obtained for an

a boattail angle of 15 deq_es and R/D=1.0, at three

different Mach numbers to invest/gate the transonic

drag rise and shock formation on the afterbody. _he

computed pressure coefficients for the three Mac_

r_mbers , Mad% = 0.56, 0.70, and 0.90, are cc_pared

with wind tunnel data in figure 13 and are in vezy

good agreement, qhe flow accelerates _ the

at z/L=0.9 and forms a weak shock at a

free stream Mach number of 0.90. qhis is more

evident in the Mad_ contours shown in figure 14.

weak shock forms _ z_.94 and perhaps a very

small separation region forms near the exhaust

region _ z/L=I.00. It is not cl_ar from the

test data as to _ this separation is large,

small, or nonexistent, however, the code was able to

predict the shock location fairly well.
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Concl,__nq l_sm_r_

A new design/analysis _ for
v_/inviscid flo_ through turbomachinery is
currently being added to the flow codes at NASA

Lewis Researd% Oenter. Grid generation is always a

crucial part in any analysis using a Navie_r-Stokes

flow code. TIGGER is able to grid sc_dsticated

gecmetry shapes and versatile enough to create the

grid density and packing necessary for computing

complex flows. Tn/s is a crucial step in providing a

significant capability in solving the fl.ows in

_c_/nery. As demonstrated, the abil1_y to

gri_ real geometries, sud% as the step in the
spinner hub s_zTace, is i_portant in computing real
physics in the flow field. _e ability to

in_eractively regrid and rerun _ _ _clver _ith

short turn-arour_ times provides a capability not

available in the past.

Solutions obtained from the axisymmetric

viscous flc_ solver, _, have shown to be in
good agreement with experimental data and solutions

obtained from PARC2D. _he SR7 spinner and

transonic boattzdl examples established the ability

of the codes to solve and analyze co_lex

geometries. The ability of the code to predict

separaticn and shock boundary layer interaction is

critical, since the code is to be run in all types

of regimes.

:; ii+!_

/

Is. Mach Contours @ Ms=0.56
d

170 Mach Contours @ Ms--0.70

Mach Contours @ M®=0._0

Figure 14. Computed Mach Number Contours
for the Transonic Boattail AfterBody
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_T_ comparisons between VIADAC and PARC2D were

to be in good agreement. Tne solutions

obtained for Rotor 67 fan are only a starting point

in the develc_ment of _. Curre/_tly, blade

forces for the rotor are being added to the

solution. Future efforts will ir_lude adding a

more __ted model for _ mixing a_
turbulent diffusion for each blade r_.

_he grid generator is complete and has already

proved to be a valuable tool in investigating real

i_hysics. _%e fluw solver has pruvided exoellent

agreement to "duct only' flow fields and is

currently being upgraded to include the forces

necessary to cc_ the flows in multi-blade,ruw

turbcmac_d_ prosiest. Futnre efforts will

include the completion of the surfaoe geometry

generator for the design of the blades.
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